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SUMMARY

Namba Parks is an urban lifestyle center fitted onto a 3.37-hectare (8.33-acre) underutilized parcel in the heart of Osaka’s central business district (CBD). The site is part of a narrow strip of land owned by Nankai Electric, which has been progressively developing it over the course of half a century, starting from the densest end. Surrounded by raised railroad tracks to the east and an urban boulevard and elevated viaduct to the west, Namba Parks offers green space atop an eight-level assemblage of 108 shops and restaurants arranged to form an indoor-outdoor urban retail and entertainment complex visually anchored by a 30-floor office tower.

FEATURES

- Pedestrian-Friendly Design
- Transit-Oriented Development
- Infill Development
- Shared Parking
- Underground Parking
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**PROJECT TYPE**

Namba Parks is an urban lifestyle center fitted onto a 3.37-hectare (8.33-acre) underutilized parcel in the heart of Osaka’s central business district (CBD). The site is part of a narrow strip of land owned by Nankai Electric, which has been progressively developing it over the course of half a century, starting from the densest end. Surrounded by raised railroad tracks to the east and an urban boulevard and elevated viaduct to the west, Namba Parks offers green space atop an eight-level assemblage of 108 shops and restaurants arranged to form an indoor-outdoor urban retail and entertainment complex visually anchored by a 30-floor office tower.

**LOCATION**

Central Business District

**SITE SIZE**

3.37 hectares/8.33 acres

**LAND USES**

High-Rise Building, Lifestyle Center, Urban Park, Enclosed Mall, Open-Air Center, Retail, Restaurants
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Namba Parks is in downtown Osaka, Japan's second-largest metropolitan area (Tokyo and Yokohama can be considered one continuous metropolitan area). As Japan’s “Second City”—the comparison to U.S. cities and their reputations is apt, with Kyoto being Japan’s Boston, and Tokyo being both New York and Los Angeles—Osaka, like Chicago, prides itself on its commercialism and industry, its aggressiveness and rowdiness. Osakans, in fact, traditionally greet each other with the phrase *mokarimakka*, or “are you making money?”

Namba Parks extends the southern end of Minami, Osaka’s historic central business district (CBD). Minami’s main street is the 4.4-kilometer (2.7-mile) Midosuji (meaning “Great Hall Avenue,” and named after a large Buddhist temple that once marked the street), a tree-lined boulevard that is compared with Fifth Avenue or Champs-Elysées because of its grand proportions and the number of deluxe stores and high-fashion boutiques along its length. At its southern end, Midosuji extends to the Namba rail and subway station. Atop the subway station, starting at street level, is a seven-story branch of the famed Takashimaya department store. Nearby is the 600-meter-long (1,968-foot-long) Shinsaibashi arcade mall with 180 shops targeted to a young population. Across Midosuji from Shinsaibashi are more arcaded and underground malls, all connected to Namba station and four other railway and subway terminals.

Namba Parks was jointly developed by Nankai Electric Railway and Takashimaya, a prominent department store chain based in Kyoto, with 24 stores in seven countries, including Japan, China, Singapore, and the United States. Nankai’s development subsidiary was formed in 1991 to maximize the value of the company’s extensive landholdings centered in Osaka. Founded in 1885, Nankai was named after the Nankaido, the ancient seacoast road extending from Nara to the southern end of Japan. The company owns and operates 169 kilometers (105 miles) of railtracks in the Osaka region, and is Japan’s 16th-largest railway company, ranked by its revenue from operations.

DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND

Like all Japanese railroad companies—and indeed like all large Japanese corporations with landholdings—Nankai has a long history in, and extensive experience with, real estate development. (In Japan, the sale of corporate real estate assets is stigmatized as a sign of upheaval and desperation within a company. Companies with real estate assets are, by default, also real estate developers.) Subways and railways—and their transit stations—historically have been privately owned. Japan Rail (JR), government owned until privatized and split into seven “baby” JRs in 1987, is an exception.

Namba station is Nankai’s flagship station. Its Main Line connects Osaka to Wakayama to the south, with an important spur branching off to Kansai International Airport, Osaka’s major international airport. Nankai’s monopoly on train travel between Osaka and its airport—located 35 kilometers (21.7 miles) away—brings thousands of travelers to Namba station, where they can transfer to Nankai’s or others’ subways. In 1957, Nankai and Takashimaya jointly developed a seven-story building atop Namba station to house the later company’s 68,982-square-meter (742,540-square-foot) store and the 300 shops that make up Namba City. Adjacent to the block, and connected to it, Nankai built the 36-floor, 548-room Nankai South Tower Hotel in 1997. In 2003, the Swissôtel chain was invited to assume its management under a 20-year lease.

The next step in Nankai’s development of its Namba station properties was the construction of a three-level parking structure to serve the hotel, shopping patrons at Namba City, and Nankai’s own office building; and the second phase of Namba City, which added 300 shops under Nankai’s elevated railroad tracks out of Namba station.

Even the recently privatized “baby” JRs—unaccustomed to having to maximize shareholder value—now follow this model at their new stations. At Shin-Osaka station, which JR built as a terminal for its high-speed Shinkansen lines (one of which is the world-famous “bullet” train), JR erected a Granvia hotel and an entire city-within-a-city complex of shops and restaurants. And so has every other railroad, from the largest, JR East, to Nankai, ranked 16th.

In 1997, with Japan and Osaka still in the midst of a decade-long recession, Nankai began work on a new vision it had for the remaining ten hectares (24.7 acres) of the Namba parcel. Nankai was encouraged by the Organization for Promoting Urban Development, a quasi-public agency, which had the ability to sponsor a loan guarantee from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport (MLIT) for up to half of the development budget for bond issues and private sector loans.

On this underdeveloped portion of Nankai real estate was the 21,000-seat Osaka Stadium, home of the major-league Nankai Hawks until 1989. (In 1988, Nankai sold the Hawks to Daiei, a supermarket chain, which moved the team to Fukuoka. The team is now known as the SoftBank Hawks.) It had been vacant since the team’s sale, its infield used as a parking lot. Under the ballpark’s outfield concourse were the off-track betting parlors of the Japan Racing Association, which had an inviolable long-term lease that required Nankai to construct a new 22,000-square-meter (236,806-square-foot) facility before the stadium could be demolished to make room for new construction. Nankai
built it on two levels underground and developed Namba Parks around and over it.

**FINANCING**

As previously mentioned, Nankai and Takashimaya have been development partners since 1957, when Nankai contributed the desirable location above Namba station and Takashimaya contributed equity to establish a nonpareil retail center at Osaka’s busiest commercial intersection. This form of long-term joint venturing is common in Japan, where the famed *keiretsu* (literal translation: “brotherhood”) model of business partnerships has been both a blessing (capital formation is simplified) and a curse (it lacks a mechanism for introducing innovations) for the national economy. Indeed, business partnerships of equals are an absolute necessity in initiating large-scale projects.

While Nankai and Takashimaya are not engaged as a *keiretsu*—*keiretsus*, by definition, involve a merchant-banking relationship—the principles that promote *keiretsu* apply to the Nankai-Takashimaya partnership. The two have complementary strategies for managing the cyclical nature of their core businesses by strengthening the ancillary businesses that support the central operation. For Nankai, one such ancillary business is the maximization of value of its real estate assets. For Takashimaya, creating and supporting a critical mass of shoppers is vital to its industry-leading position as a chain of anchor department stores. The two have access to capital through their separate banking relationships, and with this source of debt financing, guaranteed by their parent companies and by the national MLIT, the capital to undertake a development like Namba Parks is routinely granted.

**DESIGN**

Nankai has had a long-standing relationship with the giant Japanese general contracting firm Obayashi, which in turn had previously worked with the Jerde Partnership, a U.S.-based architecture firm. Having made its mark with Horton Plaza in San Diego, Jerde had expanded its practice in the design of retail environments with projects in Japan and China. With each of its Japanese projects, the firm had experimented with different design concepts: at Canal City in Fukuoka, which opened in 1996, the conceptual premise was a canal extension of the underutilized Naka River; at La Cittadella in Kawasaki, it was a Tuscan hill-climbing circulation system for a site that had an existing Italian-themed nightclub; and at Roppongi Hills in Tokyo, it was an organic circulation system for the development’s 11.6-hectare (28.7-acre) site.

At Namba Parks, the conceptual premise is that of a canyon coursing through an urban park. A terraced complex of retail spaces envelopes an open space in the center, starting out as an oval vertical space, open to the sky and flowing out to the entrance. Near the entrance, up a ramp from street level, replicas of a home plate and pitcher’s rubber are set in the paving to mark the exact location of the demolished Osaka Stadium. During excavations, deposits of prehistoric seashells were discovered in the soil beneath Namba Parks, the location of which was once Osaka Bay, now four kilometers (2.5 miles) to the west. The use of replica seashells as a motif throughout Namba Parks lends further meaning to the theme of a canyon cutting across the layers of time.

The open space is irregular, curvilinear, and nonplanar in all dimensions. An elevator tower rises in the oval center and glass-enclosed pedestrian bridges traverse the canyon at various points at different levels, connecting the interior spaces. Jerde’s other projects in Japan were precedents, but Namba Parks accomplishes in a much smaller space the same intermeshing of people and spaces—of pedestrian and shopping traffic as entertainment. Indeed, its density intensifies the experience.

At the uppermost roof level, surrounding the central opening—the mouth of the “canyon”—are hardscaped common areas where people can congregate outdoors. Its apex is a terraced amphitheater, circular in plan and facing a flat stage area. Nearby is the crown of the elevator tower, terminating in an inverted hemispherical finial. The underside of the hemisphere reflects a laser light show that can be programmed for different nighttime occasions and which serves as a light beacon when entertainment is being produced.

Cascading down from the eighth-level rooftop is another Jerde innovation: a series of green terraces atop the roofs of the retail spaces below. Extending the canyon theme to the roof, Jerde brings the canyon-top landscape to its very precipice. Forming 1.15 hectares (2.8 acres) of rooftop park space, one of Japan’s largest, this “Big Park” is a counterpart to the “Big City” contained below in Namba Parks’ retail spaces. The roof park features trees, miniature ponds, shrubbery, and planting beds—all irrigated by recycled water filtered from the graywater of the restaurants within the complex. During the summer, when asphalt can reach a surface temperature of 51 degrees Celsius (124 degrees Fahrenheit) and concrete is 45 (113), the rooftop park is only 34 (93).

The retail complex is of steel-frame construction, clad on all nonglazed surfaces with preformed exposed-aggregate concrete panels in banded colors reminiscent of a desert canyon. There is extensive glazing, especially in the storefronts that open to the roof terraces, and within the canyon itself.

At street level, facing the already developed Namba City, Namba Parks completes the street arcade that the earlier Namba City complex began with retail shops tucked under the overhead railroad tracks. The open-air, pedestrian-scaled arcade is 14 meters (46 feet) wide and allows for off-hours vehicular traffic for maintenance and deliveries.
Standing at the street-side periphery of the complex, the 30-story office tower is sited to cast its extensive shadow most of the day on the adjacent north-south thoroughfare, thus complying with Japan’s unique “sun-shadow law” that guarantees a measure of sunlight to affected buildings. Its architect, Nikken Sekkei, designed one of the biggest floor plates in Osaka—measuring about 1,500 square meters (16,146 square feet) per floor, steel-framed, using the latest in earthquake-resistant design technology. The rectilinear street facade is banded with glazing, and the curvilinear facade facing Namba Parks is clad in concrete panels with patterned fenestration.

Three levels of subterranean parking accommodate 363 cars. As is the case with most development projects in Japan, the construction drawings and contract administration were completed by the general contractor—in this case, Obayashi.

Construction on Phase II is expected to start in the summer of 2005. It will be about half the size of Namba Parks Phase I, and will be seamlessly contiguous with, and essentially lengthen, the canyon concept. While the canyon in the first phase flowed north, in the second phase the canyon will emanate from the same source but flow south. It is expected to comprise 80 shops, adding 20,000 square meters (215,275 square feet) of retail space, and 0.35 hectare (0.86 acre) of rooftop green space. A residential tower will stand at the southwest corner of the completed Namba Parks complex and is being developed with Oryx Real Estate. Some of the tower’s 60,000 square meters (645,856 square feet) will be used for 146 rental apartments, rendering Namba Parks a true mixed-use complex.

MARKETING AND OPERATIONS

The retail spaces in Namba Parks primarily are occupied by popular mid- and upscale Japanese and international chains. Typical stores take up less than 350 square meters (3,767 square feet). The largest anchor, aside from the JRA off-track betting facility, is a non–big-box Sports Authority, on three floors. Unlike in U.S. malls, there are no food courts—for the most part, restaurants are situated to take advantage of rooftop terraces.

The JRA’s betting facility holds a long-term lease, and is managed separately from Namba Parks.

The Class A office spaces are 91 percent occupied, tracking the Osaka market, which is recording 93 percent occupancy for Class A space and 90 percent occupancy throughout the city’s CBD. The tower’s rental rates represent a premium for its 28 levels of uninterrupted, large-floor-plate space (14 by 64.8 meters/46 by 213 feet).

Nankai provides soft programming in the form of open-air entertainment in the rooftop amphitheater, and by conducting the aforementioned light shows on the underside of the highly visible hemispherical elevator roof.

EXPERIENCE GAINED

Nankai will be able to apply lessons learned during the development of Namba Parks as it designs and builds a second phase. The only area in which Nankai seeks improvement is the provision of more entertainment venues at Namba Parks. The development has synergistically attracted more patrons to the retail-oriented Namba City and Takashimaya department store. With the additional attraction of Namba Parks Phase I, customers and hotel guests of the Swissôtel are inclined to spend more time at the Namba complex of developments, but tend to leave the premises for entertainment venues—cinemas, amusement parlors, etc. This lack will be alleviated somewhat in Phase II.
### Project Data

(Currency conversions based on ¥1=US$0.0108.)

### Land Use Information

Site area (hectares/acres): 3.37/8.33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Area</th>
<th>Gross Area (Square Meters/Square Feet)</th>
<th>Leasable Area (Square Meters/Square Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>60,000/645,856</td>
<td>33,000/355,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>40,000/430,571</td>
<td>24,500/263,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>17,000/182,992</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Racing Association</td>
<td>22,000/236,814</td>
<td>22,000/236,814</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Land Use Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Area (Hectares/Acres)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>2.801/6.9</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>0.917/2.2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.7/9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Office Information

Percentage of NRA occupied: 91
Number of tenants: 23
Average tenant space (square meters/square feet): 1,316/14,166
Annual rents: ¥79,860/US$739.44 per square meter (¥7,419.24/US$68.68 per square foot); includes common service fee
Average length of lease: 7.4 years
Typical terms of lease: 10 years

### Office Tenant Size

Under 500 square meters/5,382 square feet: 8 tenants
500–1,000 square meters/5,382–10,764 square feet: 3 tenants
More than 1,000 square meters/10,764 square feet: 12 tenants
Total: 23 tenants

### Retail Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant Classification</th>
<th>Number of Stores</th>
<th>Gross Leasable Area (Square Meters/Square Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General merchandise</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,020/43,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food service</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5,230/56,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing and accessories</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9,960/107,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home furnishings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>360/3,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobby/special interest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,160/23,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>360/3,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,410/25,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sports Authority)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5,000/53,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>24,500/263,724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of GLA occupied: 100

Average annual sales: ¥65,300/US$705.24 per square meter (¥6,066.57/US$65.52 per square foot); total ¥16 billion/US$172.8 million per year
Average length of lease (restaurant): 6 years
Average length of lease (retail): 10 years
Does not include 22,000 square meters leased to Japan Racing Association (off-track betting facilities), which held a preexisting long-term lease.

### Development Cost Information

Site acquisition cost: N/A
Total development cost: ¥60 billion/US$648 million

### Development Schedule

Planning started: November 1997
Construction started: November 1999
Phase I completed: August 2003
Sales/leasing started: October 2003
Project completed (anticipated): March 2007
DIRECTIONS

By train from Kansai International Airport: Take the Nankai Express train to Namba Station (departs every 30 minutes).

Travel time: 30 minutes.
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Joanne Nanez, online production manager
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To comply with Japan’s "sun-shadow law," the 30-story Namba parks office tower was sited to cast its shadow most of the day on the adjacent thoroughfare. To the left (east) are the raised railroad tracks of Nankai’s Main Line to Wakayama, and to the right (west), the grade-level Midosuji, a prominent boulevard in Osaka’s central business district, and the elevated Osaka-Kobe Expressway.
Serving as the main entry for patrons, the mouth of Namba parks’ "canyon," at the left (north), leads to the oval-shaped center at the right (south). Nautilus-shaped motifs pay homage to the discovery of seashells, deposited back when the Namba district was part of Osaka Bay. At the top (east) are Nankai's elevated railroad tracks.
At the pedestrian level, near Namba parks' oval-shaped center, a glass elevator shaft rises to an inverted hemispherical roof that serves as a projection screen for nighttime light shows and advertisements.
The oval center of the project opens to the sky. The curved facade of Namba parks' office tower and the landmark elevator tower's finial face and complement each other, and the canyon is bridged by pedestrian walkways enclosed in glass, connecting the two eight-level retail wings.
Glass bridges reveal Namba parks' eight retail levels, giving patrons glimpses of shopping activity throughout the complex.
Rooftop terraces offer views of Namba parks' office tower (to the west) and the 36-story Swissôtel atop Namba station (to the north), all framed by trees and shrubs.
At street level are the entrances to the office tower and to the Japan Racing Association’s off-track betting facility. The curved Carnival Street is a 14-meter-wide (46-foot-wide) pedestrian arcade serving Nankai’s Namba City shops, built under the Nankai rail tracks. Phase II (shaded), to be started in 2005, will increase Namba parks’ retail space by 50 percent and add 146 condominium units.
This northward sectional view shows the relative narrowness of the canyon as it cuts through the eight levels of retail uses above grade. At the extreme left is the elevated viaduct of the Osaka-Kobe Expressway, and at grade, Midosuji. Facing the street, the 30-story office tower provides a buffer for Namba parks.